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ABSTRACT: Classification problems in high dimensional data with small number of observations are becoming more 
common especially in microarray data.Theincreasing amount of text information on the Internet web pages affects the 
clustering analysis[1]. The text clustering is a favorable analysis technique used for partitioning a massive amount of 
information into clusters. Hence, the major problem that affects the text clustering technique is the presence 
uninformative and sparse features in text documents. A broad class of boosting algorithms can be interpreted as 
performing coordinate-wise gradient descent to minimize some potential function of the margins of a data set[1]. This 
paper proposes a new evaluation measure Q-statistic that incorporates the stability of the selected feature subset in 
addition to the prediction accuracy. Then we propose the Booster of an FS algorithm that boosts the value of the Q-
statistic of the algorithm applied. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The presence of high dimensional data is becomingmore common in many practical applicationssuch as data 
mining, machine learning and microarraygene expression data analysis. Typical publicly availablemicroarray data has 
tens of thousands of featureswith small sample size and the size of the featuresconsidered in microarray data analysis is 
growing[1][2]. Recently, after the increasing amount of digital text on the Internet web pages, the text clustering (TC) 
has become a hard technique used to clustering a massive amount of documents into a subset of clusters. It is used in 
the area of the text mining, pattern recognition and others. Vector Space Model (VSM) is a common model used in the 
text mining area to represents document components. Hence, each document is represented as a vector of terms weight, 
each term weight value is represented as a one dimension space. Usually, text documents contain informative and 
uninformative features, where an uninformative is as irrelevant, redundant, and uniform distribute features. 
Unsupervised feature section (FS) is an important task used to find a new subset of informative features to improve the 
TC algorithm. 
 Methods used in the problems of statistical variable selection such as forward selection, backward elimination 
and their combination can be used for FS problems[3]. Most of the successful FS algorithms in high dimensional 
problems have utilized forward selection method but not considered backward elimination method since it is 
impractical to implement backward elimination process with huge number of features. 

 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
In the year of 2014, the authors Y. Wang, L. Chen, and J.-P. Mei. revealed a paper titled "Incremental fuzzy 

clustering with multiple medoids for large data" and describe into the paper such as a critical strategy of information 
investigation, grouping assumes an essential part in finding the fundamental example structure installed in unlabeled 
information. Grouping calculations that need to store every one of the information into the memory for examination get 
to be distinctly infeasible when the dataset is too vast to be put away. To handle such extensive information, 
incremental bunching methodologies are proposed.  
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The point by point issue definition, overhauling rules determination, and the top to bottom investigation of the 
proposed IMMFC are given. Trial examines on a few huge datasets that incorporate genuine malware datasets have 
been led. IMMFC outflanks existing incremental fluffy bunching approaches as far as grouping exactness and power to 
the request of information. These outcomes show the colossal capability of IMMFC for huge information examination.  

Clustering is proposed, for automatically exploring potential clusters in dataset. This uses supervised 
classification approach to achieve the unsupervised cluster analysis. Fusion of clustering and fuzzy set theory is nothing 
but fuzzy clustering, which is appropriate to handle problems with imprecise boundaries of clusters. A fuzzy rule-based 
classification system is a special case of fuzzy modeling, in which the output of system is crisp and discrete. Fuzzy 
modeling provides high interpretability and allows working with imprecise data. To explore the clusters in the data 
patterns, FRBC appends some randomly generated auxiliary patterns to the problem space. It then uses the main data as 
one class and the auxiliary data as another class to enumerate the unsupervised clustering problem as a supervised 
classification one. 

III. A NEW PROPOSAL FOR FEATURE SELECTION 
 

This paper proposes Q-statistic to evaluate the performance of an FS algorithm with a classifier. This is a 
hybrid measure of the prediction accuracy of the classifier and the stability of the selected features. Then the paper 
proposes Booster on the selection of feature subset from a given FS algorithm.The basic idea of Booster is to obtain 
several data sets from original data set by resampling on sample space. Then FS algorithm is applied to these resampled 
data sets to obtain[4][5] different feature subsets. The union of these selected subsets will be the feature subset obtained 
by the Booster of FS algorithm. Experiments were conducted using spam email. The authors found that the proposed 
genetic algorithm for FS is improved the performance of the text. The FS technique is a type of optimization problem, 
which is used to obtain a new subset of features. Cat swarm optimization (CSO) algorithm has been proposed to 
improve optimization problems. However, CSO is restricted to long execution times. The authors modify it to improve 
the FS technique in the text classification. Experiment Results showed that the proposed modified CSO overcomes 
tradition al version and got more ace uprate results in FS technique. 
.  

IV. BOOSTER 
 
Booster is simply a union of feature subsets obtained by a resampling technique. The resampling is done on 

the sample space. Three FS algorithms considered in this paper are minimal-redundancy-maximal-relevance, Fast 
Correlation-Based Filter, and Fast clustering-bAased feature Selection algorithm.[6] All three methods work on 
discretized data. For mRMR, the size of the selection m is fixed to 50 after extensive experimentations. Smaller size 
gives lower accuracies and lower values of Q-statistic while the larger selection size, say 100, gives not much 
improvement over 50. The background of our choice of the three methods is that FAST is the most recent one we found 
in the literature and the other two methods are well known for their efficiencies. FCBF and mRMR explicitly include 
the codes to remove redundant features. Although FAST does not explicitly include the codes for removing redundant 
features, they should be eliminated implicitly since the algorithm is based on minimum spanning tree. Our extensive 
experiments supports that the above three FS algorithms are at least as efficient as other algorithms including CFS.  

 
V. EXISTING SYSTEM 

  
Methods used in the problems of statistical variable selection such as forward selection, backward elimination and their 
combination can be used for FS problems. Most of the successful FS algorithms in high dimensional problems have 
utilized forward selection method but not considered backward elimination method since it is impractical to implement 
backward elimination process with huge number of features. A serious intrinsic problem with forward selection is, 
however, a flip in the decision of the initial feature may lead to a completely different feature subset and hence the 
stability of the selected feature set will be very low although the selection may yield very high accuracy. This is known 
as the stability problem in FS. The research in this area is relatively a new field and devising an efficient method to 
obtain a more stable feature subset with high accuracy is a challenging area of research. 
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Disadvantages 
1. Several studies based on re-sampling technique have been done to generate different data sets for classification 

problem, and some of the studies utilize re-sampling on the feature space. 

VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

  
This paper proposes Q-statistic to evaluate the performance of an FS algorithm with a classifier. This is a hybrid[7] 
measure of the prediction accuracy of the classifier and the stability of the selected features. Then the paper proposes 
Booster on the selection of feature subset from a given FS algorithm. The basic idea of Booster is to obtain several data 
sets from original data set by re-sampling on sample space. Then FS algorithm is applied to each of these re-sampled 
data sets to obtain different feature subsets. The union of these selected subsets will be the feature subset obtained by 
the Booster of FS algorithm. Empirical studies show that the Booster of an algorithm boosts not only the value of Q-
statistic but also the prediction accuracy of the classifier applied. 
Advantages 

1. The prediction accuracy of classification without consideration on the stability of the selected feature subset. 
2. The MI estimation with numerical data involves density estimation of high dimensional data. 

VII. EFFICIENCY OF BOOSTER 
 

 There are two concepts in Booster to reflect the two domains. The first is the shape, Booster’sequivalent of a 
traditional array[6] a finite set of elements of a certain data-type, accessible through indices. Unlike arrays, shapes need 
not necessarily be rectangular for convenience we will, for the moment, assume that they are. Shapes serve, from the 
algorithm designer’s point of view, as the basic placeholders for the algorithm’s data: input-, output-, and intermediate 
values  are stored within shapes. As we will see later on, this does not necessarily mean that they arerepresented in 
memory that way, but the algorithm designer is allowed to think so.It presents the effect of s-Booster on accuracy and 
Q-statistic against the original s’s. Classifier used here is NB. 
 
A. BOOSTER BOOST S ACCURACY 
 Boosting is a technique for generating and combining multiple classifiers to improve predictive accuracy. It is 
a type of machine learning meta-algorithm for reducing bias in supervised learning and can be viewed as minimization 
of a convex loss function over a convex set of functions. At issue is whether a set of weak learners can create a single 
strong learner A weak learner is defined to be a classifier which is only slightly correlated with the true classification 
and a strong learner is a classifier that is arbitrarily well-correlated with the true classification. Learning algorithms that 
turn a set of weak learners into a single strong learner is known as boosting. 
 
B. BOOSTER BOOSTS Q-STATISTIC 
 Q static search algorithm generates random memory solutions and pursuing to improve the harmony memory 
to obtain optimal solution an optimal subset of informative features. Each musician unique term is a dimension of the 
search space. The solutions are evaluated by the fitness function as  it is used to obtain an optimal harmony global 
Optimal solution. Harmony search algorithm performs The fitness function is a type of evaluation criteria used to 
evaluate solutions. At each iteration the fitness function is calculated for each HS solution. Finally, the solution, which 
has a higher fitness value is the optimal solution . We used mean absolute difference  as fitness function in HS 
algorithm for FS technique using the weight scheme as objective function for each position. 
 

VIII. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 
 A well-planned data classification system makes essential data easy to find and retrieve. This can be of 
particular importance for and written procedures and guidelines for data classification should define what categories 
and criteria the organization will use to classify data and specify the roles and responsibilities of employees within the 
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organization regarding. Once a data-classification scheme has been created, security standards that specify appropriate 
handling practices for each category and storage standards that define the requirements should be addressed. To be 
effective, a classification scheme should be simple enough that all employees can execute it properly. Here is an 
example of what a data classification. 
 

 
 

Fig 1. system design 
 

XI. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION 
 

 For the tests we selected fifteen data sets Arrhythmia, Cylinder-band, Hypothyroid, Kr-vs-Kp,Letter, 
Mushroom, Nursery, [7]OptiDigits, Pageblock, Segment, Sick, Spambase and Waveform5000. All of these data sets 
have their own properties like the domain of the data set, the kind of attributes it contains, and tree size after 
training.We tested each data set with four different classification tree algorithms: J48, REPTree, RandomTree and 
Logistical Model Trees. For each algorithm both the test options percentage split and cross-validation were used. With 
percentage split, the data set is divided in a training part and a test part. For the training set 66% of the instances in the 
data set is used and for the test set the remaining part. Cross-validation is especially used when the amount of data is 
limited. Instead of reserving a part for testing, cross-validation. 
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Fig 2. Use case module 
 

X. SIMULATION RESULTS 
  
In this boosting it will show the exact difference between accurate and non accurate boosting. Early stopping cannot 
save a boosting algorithm it is possible that the global optimum analyzed in the preceding section can be reached after 
the first iteration. Since depends only on the inner product between and the normalized example vectors, it follows that 
rotating the set S around the origin by any fixed angle induces a corresponding rotation of the function and in particular 
of its minima. Note that we have used here the fact that every example point in S lies within the unit disc; this ensures 
that for any rotation of S each weak hypothesis xi will always give outputs in as required. Consequently a suitable 
rotation of to will result in the corresponding rotated function having a global minimum at a vector which lies on one of 
the two coordinates. 
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Fig 3.Accuracy and Q-statistic of s-Boosterb for b = 1; 2; 3; 5; 10; and 20 (x-axis). Each value is the average over the 

14 data sets. s-Booster1 is s. The grey vertical line is for b = 5. 
 

XI. CONCLUSION 
 
This proposed a measure Q-statistic that evaluates the performance of an FS algorithm. Q-statistic accounts 

both for the stability of selected feature subset and the prediction accuracy. The paper proposed Booster to boost the 
performance of an existing FS algorithm. Experimentation with synthetic data and  microarray data sets has shown that 
the suggested Booster improves the prediction accuracy and the Q-statistic of the three well-known FS algorithms: 
FAST, FCBF, and mRMR. Also we have noted that the classification methods applied to Booster do not have much 
impact on prediction accuracy and Q-statistic.  

 
 Our results show, for the four classification tree algorithms we used, that using cost-complexity pruning has a 
better performance than reduced-error pruning. But as we said in the results section, this could also be caused by the 
classification algorithm itself. To really see the difference in performance in pruning methods another experiment can 
be performed for further/future research. Tests could be run with algorithms by enabling and disabling the pruning 
option and using more different pruning methods. This can be done for various classification tree algorithms which use 
pruning. Then the increase of performance by enabling pruning could be compared between those classification tree 
algorithms. 
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